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Made to Measure Doors with

Design Edge and TECTUS

Concealed Hinges

Doors4UK, representative of  Grauthoff Door Group from

Germany, launches the new Edge Doors Design with TECTUS

Concealed Hinges to create stunning interiors.

LONDON, UK, September 12, 2014 /EINPresswire.com/ --

Leading supplier of high quality made to measure doors

Doors4UK, representative of Grauthoff Door Group from

Germany, launches in United Kingdom the new Edge

Doors Design with TECTUS Concealed Hinges to create

stunning interiors. The company also manufacture made

to measure glass doors and sliding doors.

The combination of edge design with Grauthoff door

surface make the doors appealing to wide range of

customers. With the edge design the customer can

created a design-connection from the floor to the doors.

The technology is newly developed allowing the factory

to produce white doors with a combination of wooden elements as maple, oak, black walnut real

wood veneer as well as the rare woods as zebrano or apple.

The made to measure doors sets with TECTUS concealed hinges makes possible to achieve an

uninterrupted flush-faced surface on the hinge side of the door creating a visual, harmonic,

overall interior design impression. The door using the TECTUS concealed hinges bring a noble

simplicity to the living space.  The high performance and heavy-duty concealed hinges are three

dimensional in adjustable fitted by the factory in Germany to achieve the perfect finish and

quality. 

The combination between the edge design and TECTUS concealed hinges creates the perfect

wooden doors sets which can complement perfectly any interior design. Adding a new feature as

magnetic lock to the door the factory will make the perfect uninterrupted design on the

architrave and frame/lining. 

As leading manufacture of made to measure doors Grauthoff Door Group with is know-how and

http://www.einpresswire.com
http://doors4uk.co.uk/internal-doors-real-wood-veneer-finish/
http://doors4uk.co.uk/glass-doors/
http://doors4uk.co.uk/sliding-doors-glass-designs/


the design services in house provides much more than just quality products: The sandwich edge

and TECTUS concealed hinges are a perfect example and are representative of the many small

details, whether visible or invisible, which always makes a door from the house Grauthoff

special.

Doors4UK represent Grauthoff interest in UK which manufacture made to measure wooden

doors with laminate surface and real wood veneer finishes in both option as sliding or with

hinges. The range is completed with made to measure glass doors giving the customer the

choice between wood and glass but not compromising on quality. Customers include a broad

spectrum of interior designer and architects, self-home builders, contractors as well as private

clients.
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